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The refurbishment sub-committee met six times during the last year to discuss and 
agree issues, specification details and provide a monthly report and budget update to 
the Village Hall Management Committee, requesting formal approval for specific items 
of specification and expenditure as required. 
 
The focus this year has been to progress the internal areas of disability and ladies 
toilets, kitchen and bar.  Work progressed as funds became available for each area.  
During the period of refurbishment the hall has remained open to regular users and 
occasional hirers alike, despite being delayed whilst the main hall floor was renovated. 
 
As anticipated, the widening of the corridor to the hall entrance was successful and, 
despite making the bar area smaller, it will still be able to accommodate the return of 
the chiropody service when it is fully fitted out by the end of November. 
 
Due to the loan programme a major success has been the provision of the long awaited 
fully fitted kitchen.  The installation was not without its’ challenges but with a few minor 
modifications carried out on installation day it is now fully operational.  As soon as 
minor items such as boxing in pipework, painting and plastic trim around the hatches 
etc. are completed the MKC Environmental Health Officer will be invited to carry out 
an approval inspection. 
 
The operations and instruction manual continues to be compiled to enable future 
management committees to manage ongoing maintenance, essential systems, record 
the consumption of gas water and electricity, and details of who to contact for 
maintenance, statutory inspection and emergency requirements. 
 
A full year’s records for the utilities consumption show a reduction in energy use and 
although it hasn’t been a typical year, due to the ongoing works, it is a good sign for 
keeping down the future running costs. 
 
The refurbishment committee of Barbara Adams, Sandra Alexander and John Panter 
continue to provide an important steer in deciding many details and coming up with 
suggestions particularly regarding fitting out of toilets and the kitchen. 
 
Thanks go to Dave Boon, Ian Chapman, Marcus Smallwood, Brian Panter and Steve 
Kelf having again used their specialised expertise and together with the ever present 
John Panter and Eddie Adams they have enabled substantial progress to be made.  
Our thanks also go to Keith Thompson who stepped in at the last minute to plaster the 
ladies toilet ceiling so as not to delay progress. 
 
Focus is now on creating a suitable entrance to the hall with curved steps, a glazed 
canopy to match and tarmacadam paving to both sides. 
 
It was four and half years ago that a willing band of volunteers set to and cleaned the 
old toilets and 705 days since refurbishment commenced – a big thankyou to all 
involved!  Still more to do though so let’s keep going! 


